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PROGRAM PROPOSAL : wtc7, late night conspiracy call-in entertainment program 
 
Producers and co-hosts: Chris Andreae and Glen Owen 
tranche3564@yahoo.com , 971 645 5232 (cell); and  theKnownUniverse@yahoo.com , 503 287 3473 (home) 
Contributing editors / reporters: Doug Guidi and Stephanie Potter 
veloceguidi@msn.com , 503 253 1041 (home); and 503 731 0470 (home) 
 
 

wtc7 
 

1.  An ongoing  KBOO special 

broadcasting forensic evidence that challenges the 

myth of 9/11. 

WTC7 examines how these events have been 

conformed to flatter the American imagination and  to 

justify pre-emptive war, suspension of civil liberties  

and the flaunting of international law. 

 KBOO’s own archives and ongoing 

recordings of celebrity speakers and community 

forums are the core. (See 911 Election Fraud and 

Global Warming heading in Public Affairs and 

Commentary page of KBOO’s website.). 

 WTC7 will bring listeners full-length and pre-

edited material from public seminars, colloquia, 

workshops, forums and hearings confronting the lies 

served the American public by ‘embedded’ US media. 

    Topics?   The program covers reality-making as 

national agenda, the installation of a permanent 

government whose purpose is permanent war and 

secrecy in the guise of a wall of fear. 

 The program will include short segments, 

KBOO generated and audio ripped from other 

sources, with dialog and commentary by the co-hosts 

and, most importantly with the no-holds-barred call-in 

action.   It’s programming that can only happen late at 

night during the uncensored hours. 

 

 

2. KBOO should air this program 

because nobody else is doing anything like it.  There 

is NO ONGOING BROADCAST ANYWHERE 

spotlighting the  Coup of the 21st Century. 

We believe listeners will talk about wtc7 with 

others and we will see a consequent up-tick in 

membership. 

This kind of programming is in line with 

KBOO’s charter mandating that we air 

underrepresented points of view. 

 

 

3. With the wealth of audio and textual 

material on the web, plus private libraries maintained 

locally by Richard Frager, David Morrison and 

KBOO’s Kurt Liebezeit among others, we believe we 

will never be anything close to short of material, fresh 

or archival. Example of fresh stuff: Jim Walters is 

back in New York City for December 7th this year to 

publicize both the “regular” and the NEW Pearl 

Harbor—as Project for a New American Century has 

dubbed it. 

We also have a husband and wife team in 

pdx911truthalliance (her name is Ferne, and husband 
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"Bill Coones" <rcoones102@msn.com>), she English, 

he a Yank, who divide their time approximately a 

month, a month on each side of the pond. 

Every government in the world knows that 

911 was a flagrant inside job for purposes of 

fomenting war. Why have EC governments not SAID 

anything? 

According to Bill, Ferne and their UK / 

European counterparts, there is some very peculiar 

imperial coercion in process that forces national 

governments in Europe to surrender sovereignty under 

false pretenses and through bribery and personal 

blackmail.   

Ferne has firm connections in a growing 

political party both in England AND in the European 

Community parliament that is Euro skeptic for the 

same kinds of reasons that many Americans resist the 

tightening noose of homeland security dictatorship. 

 

 

4. Resources are similar to those used for a 

Radiozine program like People Rise Up blended with 

Voices From The Edge, a bit like Daniel Fleassas’ Fri 

evening program. 

Although this presents itself as an 

entertainment program (“pure speculation, if you 

know what I mean”), it will be lost on nobody that 

ALL the people hosting and producing for this 

program are seasoned KBOO News and Public Affairs 

people who have collectively smelled an epic, 

despotic rat. 

 

 

5. Chris and Glen will share engineering 

(AND being responsible for BEING THERE reliably 

at 3-5am on a weekday morning). Doug, Stephanie 

and others from time to time (Abe Proctor, Per 

Fagering, Eduardo Delanderos-Tierre—edited 

segments from their usual programming where it 

supports the wtc7 agenda) will pre-produce and write 

reader pieces and “talking points.” 

Wtc7 will draw extensively on the audio/video 

library of members of the portland911truth alliance.  

Alex Ansary “OutSide the Box” and Courtney 

Scott of “Mad As Hell TV” on Portland cable access 

will be generating rippable material on an ongoing 

basis as well. 

 

 

 6. Chris and Glen typically train others in 

the areas we will focus on in this program, as do 

Stephanie and Doug in their areas. 

 

 

 7. Glen and Chris between them have 

sufficient skills to engineer this program, whether 

done entirely from air room or in combination with 

Production One or Studio Two. 

 

 

 8. We four will all contribute to 

information provided for the Listeners Guide. Glen 

will take primary responsibility for co-ordination and 

meeting deadlines for the Guide. 

 

 

 9. We will be doing publicity locally 

through not only indymedia and craigslist, but also 
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with visible presence for each major anti-war, anti-

fascist civic action. 

 We anticipate substantial interest on the web 

in part because there has been regular 911 audio 

programming on the internet off and on. There is no 

regular established, consistent coverage of these issues 

on the web at this time, however. 

 We will be approaching Jim Walters to co-

operate with his European and East Coast 

communications projects. 

 

 

 10. No moneys. Personal libraries of 

pdx911truthalliance members and materials from 

identified expert others such as Chihiro’s professional 

radio colleague, Bill Moore, “sandpiper”, will be used 

to maximum advantage. 

  

 

 11. All members of the production group 

have long ago completed volunteer orientation, 

Production 1 and 2 classes and completed 

programmer’s contract and press pass requirements.  

Chris and Glen have air room qualification. 

 Depending how extensively Ferne Coones 

European perspective and connections are pursued on 

this program, it may soon be appropriate for her to 

undertake KBOO basic training, including production, 

as well. 

  

 

 12. I believe that the contributions, 

experience and related activities of all four KBOO 

News and Public Affairs people on the  wtc7 

production team are well known to members of the 

Programming Committee.   

Glen, in particular, has played a major role in 

mounting 911 and voter fraud information forums 

around the city; and Stephanie has done several 

related reports for KBOO news programs.  

Although Per Fagering is not formally part of 

the wtc7 production group, we will draw on material/ 

interviews etc generated by him—such as the 

interview with JFK/911 expert Don Paul coming up 

next week. Per is a semi-regular member of the 

pdx911truthalliance, as is Kurt Liebezeit.  

If we were to present a pilot program it would 

either be the full two hours of lecture with question 

and answer of Morgan Reynolds from September 10th, 

of which KBOO was co-sponsor, or the full length 

proceedings of the JFK-911 conference coming up 

Sunday afternoon November 20th, poster attached.  
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